Plastic Flooring
High-tech injection molding from virgin quality
Polypropylene Copolymer creates durable,
long-lasting plastic flooring.
Available in multiple grid configurations and
sizes, Hog Slat’s plastic flooring adapts to any
building scheme.

Delta Beam Supports
Chess Nursery

Swing Sow Sections

Rubin Creep

Self-cleaning, 3/8” slots arranged in
a multi-direction pattern give nursery
pigs optimum traction. Sturdy design
supports wider spans, reducing
support beam costs. Suitable for pigs
up to 130 lbs.

Combine Swing series with Rubin
for complete farrowing floors.
Choose from the various types of
Swing sections for sow comfort; 5 &
10% solid for shoulders areas along
with soft and GR series for lying and
traction.

Rubin design offers an excellent
combination of traction, comfort, and
cleaning for small piglets. Available in
multiple sizes with 3/8” slot width.
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Delta Beam’s edge profile interlocks with
the flooring sections for extra security.
Corrosion resistant fiberglass construction
and triangular shape avoid manure buildup
while furnishing high load bearing and
buckling stability.

DUO Protect
Hygienic protective cap for
supporting ledges.

Cast Iron Flooring
Hog Slat’s ductile cast iron flooring
Features:
►

Interlocks seamlessly with Hog Slat plastic flooring.

►

Will not lift or pop out of place from the sow.

►

Provides a cool surface for the sow.

►

Allows for farrowing crates to be anchored directly to the
cast, no brackets required.

Hog Slat offers a variety of interlocking cast flooring sizes. Hog Slat cast flooring is designed to fit
the most common sized crates by utilizing only two pieces of cast flooring, as opposed to many
other types which require up to 3-5 pieces to complete the flooring for common crate sizes.
Fewer cast pieces aid in the integrity of the floor.
#HSD609X900 ............................................................................................................................. Interlocking Flat Cast Flooring 24” x 900 mm, Black
#HSD609X1100 ........................................................................................................................... Interlocking Flat Cast Flooring 24” x 1100 mm, Black
#HSD609X1200 ..........................................................................................................................Interlocking Flat Cast Flooring 24” x 1200 mm, Black
#HSD609X1300 ..........................................................................................................................Interlocking Flat Cast Flooring 24” x 1300 mm, Black
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